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In this article, we investigate (O, k )-sequences in a prime power base b > h obtained from Halton

sequences with respect to polynomial arithmetic over finite fields. We show that for 1 < h < k,

the generator matrix of the hth coordinate of these sequences can be characterized in terms of

the Pascal’s triangle. To be precise, the (i, J) element of the matrix is equal to

where i, j > 1, and b ~, . . . . b~ are distinct elements in Fb. This result provides us with useful

information for practical implementation of this class of low discrepancy sequences and also

sheds light on a theoretical connection between the Pascal’s triangle and low-discrepancy

sequences first explored by Faure for the analysis of his sequences.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The notion of discrepancy, which plays an important role in Quasi-Monte

Carlo methods, is defined as follows: for N points X., Xl, . . . , X~_l in [0, 1]*,

k > 1, and a subinterval J = ll~.l [0, ZLt), where O < u, < 1 for 1< i < k, we

define the discrepancy as

A(J; N)
D$ ) = SUp N – V(J) ,

J

where A(J; N) is the number of n, O < n < N with X. E J; V(J) is the

volume of J; and the supremum is extended over all subintervals J. We use
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the term low-discrepancy sequence to denote a sequence XO, Xl, . . . . in

[O, Ilh, such that for all N > 1, the discrepancy of the first N points is

D~) < C~(log N)k\N,

where Ch is a constant depending only on the dimension k.

In a previous article [Tezuka 1993], we proposed an analogous version of

Halton sequences with respect to polynomial arithmetic over finite fields

and showed that these sequences constitute a new class of low-discrepancy

sequences. In this article, we concentrate on the optimal case, i.e., (O, k )-

sequences obtained from this class of low-discrepancy sequences, and show

that the generator matrix for these sequences can be characterized by using

Pascal’s triangle. This result alleviates the effort needed for practical imple-

mentation of this class of low-discrepancy sequences and also provides an

explicit theoretical relationship between these sequences and Faure se-

quences.

2. OVERVIEW

Before introducing the definition of (t, k )-sequences in base b, we need the

following notions:

Definition 2.1. A b-ary box is an interval of the form

k

E= ~ [afib-~k,(ak + l) b-~’),
h=l

with integers d~ > 0 and integers O < ah < bd’ for 1 < h < k.

Definition 2.2. Let O < t < m be integers. A (t,m, k )-net is a point set of

b ~ points in [0, l]k such that A( E; b ~) = b’ for every b-ary box E with

V(E) = bt-m.

Now, we define (t, k )-sequences in base b.

Definition 2.3. Let t >0 be an integer. A (t,k )-sequence, XO, Xl, . . . . in

base b is a sequence of points in [0, 1] k such that for all integers j >0 and
m > t, the point set consisting of the [X~]~ with jbm s n < (j + l)bm is a

(t,m, k)-net in base b, where [ X]~ denotes the coordinate-wise m-digit

truncation in base b of X.

This definition is slightly different from Niederreiter’s original one [1992,

Definition 4.2], but the discrepancy bound [Niederreiter 1992, Theorem 4.17]

still holds due to the same arguments as in Tezuka [1993, p. 106]. Note that

(t, k )-sequences are low-discrepancy sequences if t is a constant dependent

only on k.

Niederreiter [1992] presented a general construction principle for (t,k)-

sequences as follows: let k > 1 and b >2 and B = {O, 1, . . . . b – 1}.Accord-

ingly, we define

(1) a commutative ring R with identity and card(R) = b;

(2) bisections *JIB + R for j = 1, 2,..., with ~j(0) = O for all sufficiently
large j;
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(3) bisections Ak,:R - B for h = 1, 2,..., k and i = 1, 2,..., with A~,(0) = O
for 1< h < k and all sufficiently large i; and

(4) elements c~~) = R for 1< h s k, 1< i, 1 <j, where for fixed h and j, we
have c~~) = O for all sufficiently large i.

Fern = 0,1, 2,..., let n = X;. ~ a,(n) br- 1 for a,(n) ● B. Set the hth

coordinate of the point X. as

forl<h< kand O<n, with

for 1 s h s k, 1 s i, and O s n. We call (c~$)) the generator matrix of the hth

coordinate of a (t,k )-sequence. It is well known that Faure sequences [Faure

1982] are (O, k )-sequences in a prime base b > k, whose generator matrix is

given as

where bh, 1 s h s k are all distinct elements in F~.

In our previous article [Tezuka 1993], we defined the radical inverse

function with respect to polynomial arithmetic o~er the finite field F~.

G denotes the field of formal Laurent series S = ~~. ~ a~ x‘] in .x-1, where

all a, G F~, and w is an arbitrary integer.

Definition 2.4. Let b be a prime power, and let n = ~ ;=+ll ar(n)b ‘“ 1 for

a,(n) c B, where m = [loghn]. Denote u.(x) = n~x~ + ““” +nlx + no, where

nl = Vt+l(a, +l(n)), i = O, l,..., m. Let p(x) be a nonconstant polynomial

over Fb. Then, u.(x) can be represented in terms of p(x) as follows: Let

e = deg(p) and let s be such that se < m < (s + l)e,

Un(x) = raps + ““” + rl(x)p(x) + ro(x),

where r,(x) = [ u.(x) /p(x)’] (mod p(x)), O < i s s, and [S(x)] denotes the

polynomial part of S(x) = G. Note that e > deg( r, ) for all O < i < s. We

define the radical inverse function OPt.):F6[ x 1 + G as follows:

+P(x,(un(x)) = ro(x)\p(x) + ““” +r,-l(x)/p(x)s + r,(x) /p(x)s+’.

By using this polynomial version of radical inverse functions, we defined the

polynomial arithmetic version of Halton sequences as follows:

Definition 2.5. Let X. be a k-dimensional vector in [0, l]h, and let

PI(X), ..., p~(x) be pairwise coprime. Then, for n = O, 1, 2,...,

-L = [%(4P,(,)(Up)),..., %(%,( Z)WD))7
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where u~, 1 <h <k, are mappings from G to the

x,(~;=u, a,l-’)= Z:=u, A,z(cz,)b-’.

The main result of Tezuka [1993] is as follows:

THEOREM 2.5. Our analogous Halton sequences

(t, k)-sequences, where t = ~~= 1 deg (p~) – k.

Immediately, we have the following corollary:

COROLLARY 2.6. If b > k, (O, k )-sequences based on

real field, defined as

constitute a class of

our analogous Halton

sequences in a prime power base b are obtained by putting p~( x ) = x – bk for

I<h<k, whereby,.. ., b~ are distinct elements in F~.

3. MAIN RESULT

The main result of this note is as follows:

THEOREM 3.1. For 1 s h s k, the (i, j) element of the generator matrix of

the hth coordinate of Halton-type (0, k )-sequences in a prime power base b 2 k

is equal to

where b ~, . . . . bk are distinct elements in F~.

PROOF. From the definition, by putting pk(x) = x – b~(l < h < k( < b)),

we denote

x ‘=rO+.. .+rl_l(bkbk ) ‘-l+ r,(x–b~)L.

By applying the binomial theorem to x‘ = ( x – b~ + b},)’, we get

for O < q < i. Note that r, = 1. We also have

1 z bj-1

—--= x-.
x—b~ ~=~ XJ

By repeating the multiplication, we obtain

(1

j–1

1 q–1
=5 ~,

b~-q,

(X – bk)q J=q

And, from the definition of

@X_~,(xf) =rO/(x – b~) + .“ +rl_l/(x – b~)’ +rL/(x – b~)’+l,
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we determine that the (i + 1, j + 1) element of the generator matrix is equal

to the coefficient of the term x ‘J -1 in the formal Laurent series expansion of

~,_ ~,fx’). That is,

This completes the proof. ❑

A practical merit of this simple result is evident because we no longer need

to compute the generator matrix from Definition 2.5 each time we generate

the sequences. From a theoretical viewpoint, this result gives an explicit

relationship between our sequences and Faure sequences. If b ~ = O, the (i, j)

element is

min(r–l,J–1) .

,:0 [’; l
)( )

.i – 1 bt+j-2q-2
=1 ifi=j;

91

otherwise it is O, which is the same as the generator matrix for the first

coordinate of Faure sequences. For b ~ = 1, from the Vandermonde convolu-

tion, the (i, j) element is

for any (i, j). Thus, the generator matrix is exactly the Pascal’s triangle,

while in the case of Faure sequences, the upper triangle part of the generator

matrix is the Pascal’s triangle.

Furthermore, by using this theorem, we can provide a more direct proof of

Corollary 2.6, in which the proof technique, based on a generalized Vander-

monde matrix, is similar to that used by Faure for his sequences.

PROOF OF COROLLARY 2.6. It is enough to show that for any integer m >0,

the determinant of the m x m matrix @ defined by

is not equal to zero in F~, where Ah d~notes the first s~ rows of the generator

matrix of the hth coordinate, and ~ ~= ~s~ = m with s~ > 1.

()We define polynomials g,,~( x) = ~ x’- q for O<q<i<m–landm-

dimensional vector functions g,(x) = (gZ,O(x), g,,l( x),..., g,,,(x), O,..., O) for
O < i < m – 1.Note that g,,,(x) - 1. For convenience, we start the indices of

the rows and columns of a matrix at O instead of 1. Then, it is easily observed
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that the (i, j) element of Afi is written as the inner product < g,( b~),

gj( bh ) > . In other words, Ak is a submatrix of a Gramian matrix.
Let et = (0,...,0, 1, 0,.. ., O)be the elementary vector for z = O, l,. ... m –

1. By definition, go(x) = eO. The Sh X m matrix &(x), whose ith row is

g,(x), is a lower triangular matrix whose diagonal elements are 1s. Thus, by

multiplying an Sh x Sh matrix with determinant 1 from the left, W x ) can be

converted into a matrix whose ith row is e,.

Let us define the matrix Bk = ( < et, g~(bh~ >)O~,~.h-I,OSjS~-I. Then,

the determinant of M equals that of @, defined by

‘Bl~

Bz

9= ““”
B~ “

. . .

\Bh,

The determinant of AZ?is a generalized Vandermonde determinant and is

equal to ~ 1< j.- J ~ k (b~ – bj)’SJ’J (See Faure [1982] or Beck and Chen [1987,

p. 55]). Thus, det(.~) is not zero in F6, since b > k. ❑
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